
THE DIFFERENT PERSONA OF THE TWO MAIN CHARACTERS IN

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARES JULIUS CAESAR

While the other conspirators act out of envy and rivalry, only Brutus truly Julius Caesar - A great Roman general and
senator, recently returned to Rome in.

Torn between his loyalty to Caesar and his allegiance to the state, Brutus becomes the tragic hero of the play.
Due to their distinctive personalities and values, there is no trait that all of these characters share, although
they do share some traits with one another. But there's but one in all doth hold his place. Work Cited
Shakespeare, William. Consider his anguish when he drinks a toast with Caesar while wearing a false face to
hide his complicity in the conspiracy. This simple ideology that the murder of Caesar is perfectly okay with
Cassius simply because it will please him is the strongest example in the play proving that Cassius truly is an
epicurean to the fullest extent. With classic alliances and betrayals, the tale of Julius Caesar is still regarded as
one of the greatest betrayals in human history. Despite his belief in pleasure and happiness being the greatest
good, and despite him claiming to convert to stoicism later on in the play, he is unable to bear this fact and
commits suicide. The story continues to explain how Caesar's loyal friend, Marc Antony, helps avenge the
brutal murder. He quickly takes command of the conspiracy and makes crucial decisions regarding Cicero and
Antony. This says a lot about Caesar's character, don't you think? Brutus, along with many other of the
conspirators, is only fine with killing another man because it is for the good for Rome, but for Cassius the only
reason he needs is for his own pleasure and selfish gain. Nevertheless, at the end, Brutus is a man who nobly
accepts his fate. Not to mention, this is only Shakespeare's fictional interpretation of the historical Julius
Caesar. Decius leads Caesar right into the hands of the conspirators. Though Antony has a low opinion of
Lepidus, Octavius trusts his loyalty. Brutus is guided in all things by his concepts of honor. He let his
emotions take over, and killed himself. This suggests that the conspirators see in Caesar a future threat to
Rome. Throughout this play Brutus can be considered to be a stoic, as despite things in the play that would
bother anyone else arise, he shows no reaction, the main instance of this being when Portia kills herself. In his
last moments, he has the satisfaction of being certain in his own mind that he has been faithful to the
principles embodying the honor and nobility on which he has placed so much value throughout his life. It is
believed that only the most honourable men of men can contain these emotions, and it is weak and unfit for
one to let these emotions control them. Sometimes it seems like even Caesar himself is not sure where the line
is, which may be why he refers to himself in the third person.


